Date: July 2, 2015

To: Colorado Automobile Dealers Association
   Colorado Independent Automobile Dealers Association

From: Kyle Boyd, Communications Specialist

Cc: Tony Anderson, Operations Director Title and Registration Sections
    Michael Dixon, Senior Director Division of Motor Vehicles
    Maren Rubino, Deputy Director Division of Motor Vehicles
    Bruce Zulauf, Director Auto Industry Division

Re: Dealer Reassignments on Michigan Titles

The Title and Registration Section has been working with the Michigan Department of State concerning the ‘For Dealer Use Only’ section on the Michigan Certificate of Title.

It has been determined that because Colorado allows dealer reassignments on a title, the ‘Reassignment by Michigan Dealer’ statement on a Michigan title does not hinder dealers from using the Reassignment by Michigan Dealer area on the title.

“If allowed by their home state, out-of-state dealers may use the reassignments on Michigan titles. If an out-of-state dealer sells a vehicle with a Michigan title to a Michigan resident, the sale must take place in the dealer’s home state.”

Effective immediately, Colorado dealers may reassign ownership of a vehicle on a Michigan Certificate of Title, even though Michigan Titles state that only Michigan dealers can reassign ownership of the vehicle.

Please contact the Title and Registration Section at 303-205-5608 with any questions.